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The meetinc was called to order at 3.30 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 73 (oontinued) 

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORRY AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES IN THE NEAR EAST8 
(A/SPC/3S/L.13 and L.14) 

(a) REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER-GENERAL (A/38/13) 

(b) REPDRT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON THE FINANCING OF THE UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND 
WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES IN THE NEAR EAST (A/38/55) 

(a) REPDRT OF THE UNITED NATIONS CONCILIATION COMMISSION FOR PALESTINE (A/38/397) 

(cl) REPORT OF THE JOINT INSPECTION UNIT (A/38/143 and Add.1) 

(e) RE;O;TS)OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL, (A/38/149, 361 and Add-l, 382, 386, 418, 419 

Mr. BENCHEKROUN (Morocco) (interpretation from French) I Having ventured 

into outer space in a futile seerch for deliverance from earthly tribulations, here 
we are again, faced with what unfortunately is moat typical of our times, our 

hatreds, our disputes, our misdeeds , our pettiness, our meanness and our miserable 

quarrels - in a word, what inveterate pessimists would call the human condition. 

That would seem to’ justify the arquments of thoae who totally condemn outer space 
adventures and who advocate settling problems on earth before going on to create 

others elsewhere. 
Here we are again, meeting - as in a sinister and static ritual - to hear the 

many cries of distress, the lamentations and.the despairing of the international 

community. These criee are directed against the behaviour of a single State Member 

of the United Nations, beoause of its con&ant and obstinate refusal to see justice 
done to refugees which it has expelled from their lands and homes! against the 

actions of a single nation born of suffering and injustice taken against other 

nations which it in turn has condemned - in the past, in the present and forever 

more - to suffering and injustice. 
That is the remarkable poaiticn of a country which persists in attempting to 

hcla its views against 155 other States of our world Organization) it is that 
ccuntry’a aorry privilege to confront the whole of mankind. This indeed makes 

Israel different from other nations and it is no surprise that the international 
ocmmunity is seeking to put it in the dock. It is some considerable distinction to 
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(Mr. Benchekroun, Morocco) 

stand stubbornly against everyone , even if that stubbornness can lead to only one 

reeult, which we can all guess. 

The various reports before us are eloquent in more than one respect. They 

show their authors’ dedication and profound knowledge of the problems in the region 

and of the seriousness of those pKObleI& An accusing finger points from the pages 

to identify both the responsibilities and where they lie, perhaps with undue 

moderation in the facre of certain enormities, but in the surest and most 

irrevocable fashion, with neither verbal excesses nor attempts at provocation. 

what, then, do these reports convey to us this year? Perhaps nothing more 

than what was conveyed in similar reports of earlier years, except that in 1983 

they overwhelm us with a thousand pieces of new evidence about the intolerable 

behaviour of the Israeli authorities towards Palestine refugees and about.the 

deteriorating situation in the refugee camps. Israel seems to have tried to mark 

1982 with a sinister black milestone, signalling a point of no return along the 

road of,repression and harassment against the Palestinians and against any 

organisation which represents them OK which desires to assist or aid them in their 

distress and misfortune. 

All wars have involved refugees and refugee camps. Because those refugees and 

camps have often been the object of harassment and hostility and because in general 

the retugees are civilians, the international community has established conventions 

and treaties to lessen the rigours of exile for these forced refugees and to spare 

them, to some small degree at least , the repressions which could be inflicted on . 

them by their gaolers, or ‘guardian angelen. Since the adoption of those 

agreements, refugees have generally enjoyed , if not an enviable situation, at least 

a relatively peaceful and tranquil one as they await better days. 

But what is the situation of the Palestine refugees? It must be said that, 

since the very establishment of the Jewish State , the international laws and 

conventions and their benefits have not only not been applied to them, but have 

been constantly violated and trampled under foot by means of the collective 

punishment of whole sectors of the population , by massive destruction of dwellings, 

and by the imposition of harsh, prolonged and often unjustified curfews. Add to 

this insecurity and a lack of protection , and you will find it difficult to imagine 

a more intolerable and unfortunate situation than the present situation in the 

Palestinian areas controlled by Israel. This appears now to be the rule of Israeli 

policy towards these people , which sets a new record of aberration. 
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This too distinguishes the Israeli authorities in their defiance of the world 

and their physical and, above all, moral isolation from the rest of the mankind, 

Comparisons with the South African rdgime are no mere bad joke or rhetorical 

figure? they are a true reflection of the fundamentally racist nature of the 

apartheid system and of the system now governing the behaviour of the Israeli 

authorities towards the Palestine refugees. 

Health, housing, education, safety, security and protection are all areas in 

which the Israeli authorities undertake harassment and repression. The Israeli 

authorities want nothing more than for these refugees to qive up and leave 

forever. Since, however, they refuse to play the gamer the Israelis appear to have 

redoubled their efforts through last year’s invasion of Lebanon, hewing to the 

policy of le dernier quart d’heure, the celebrated phrase of the no less 

celebrated, and sinister, ally of the 1956 Suez campaign, the socialist Lacoste. 

We know where that quarter of an hour led and how it ended. 

The Israeli authorities claimed that their invasion of Lebanon was an attempt 

to ensure the protection of their northern borders , a claim which was quickly 

contradicted by the facts. The true goal was to occupy southern Lebanon and enter 

Beirut, the capital of an Arab country and the symbol of coexistence among 

different religions and ethnic groups. This symbol had to be wiped out of the 

region at all costs. Here too we see a sinister distinction of the Israeli 

authorities, their attempt to destroy any symbol of coexistence and dialogue among 

ethnic groups and religions. Those authorities have taken up the torch of the 

oolonial Powers: the policy of the stick and the tough line, the only line which 

can break the resistance of the indigene. For it must be stated that a Jewish 

settler from the Ukraine, Poland or Germany ie no different from the settler from 

certain other parts of Europe - he may be worse. He gives free. rein to a kind of 

criminal fury not seen even during the.worst moments of the Second World War. 

Destruction, killing, senseless bombing8 are the lot of Palestine refugee 

camps and, now, of innocent Lebaneee who seek in vain to flee the band8 of Israeli 

soldiery. When the thiret for killing is somewhat abated, it will be time for mass 

internment8 - blind and indiscriminate - mixing young and old, Arab8 and non-Arabs, 

men and women, Lebanese and Palestinians, Christian8 and Moelems. Anyone is likely 

to be put behind barbed wirer anyone who is not a Jew. Not only are the older 

refugee camp8 destroyed, but the survivors 8re not permitted to rebuild. 
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Concentration camps are set up for those over whom the heavy hand of the Israeli 

soldier has fallen. These camps and certain other concentration camp6 of infamous 

memory - camps which some Israelis have dark recollections - are as alike as two 

drops of water. 

In these conditions, how can effective aid be provided to the Palestine 

refugees for whom the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees 

in the Near East (UNRWA) was set up, unless the repression, abuses ana destruction 

of the Israeli leaders are not brought to a halt. UNRWA is trying to maintain at 

the very least a minimum of decent life in the camps , but the vulture is constantly 

upsetting everything. Even Israel’s friends - whose friendship and support have 

survived the worst trials and whose commitment has persisted at the expense or 

other friendships and other, more honourable and just, prospects - do not. 

understand; or rather they try to block their ears and close their eyes, rejecting 

true understanding of the Israeli attitude. Every time, they are willing to 

accepti’like a stroke of bad luck, whatever the Israeli magicians pull out of their 

hats. 

Throughout the world, even in the most remote corners of the earth, peoples 

and Governments have enormous respect tor all those who concern themselves with the 

suffering of their tellow creatures. The doctor, the pharmacist, the healer - even 

the sorcerer and the charalatan - command respect within the societies to which 

they belong. Both in time of peace and in time of strife they are held in high 

esteem. Both in time of peace and in time ot war , the international Red Crescent 

and Red Cross, as well as other welfare organizations, enjoy privileges and 

immunities for their personnel and equipment which enable them to help, to relieve 

suffering and come to the assistance of victims, even if only on the moral level. 

The fo.unding fathers of these noble principles could not contemplate the 

misfortunes of others without wanting to comfort them, without thought of politics, 

religion or race. 

Israel does this too, and its numerous adversaries admit it freely. But this 

is in respect of Israel and Israelis. But what about the territories occupied by 

this new colonial Power? What about the refugee camps? There it is an entirely 

different story, as even the Israelis admit, who no longer deny that there are 

exceptions, the principal one being the human species known as the Palestinian. 
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While in our contemporary society it is accepted that the dead or wounded, 

that the elderly; children and pregnant women are deserving of a certain compassion 

and that they should receive some consideration in time of war, what do we see in 

the treatment inflicted on the Palestine refugees? The sick, the wounded, the 

young8 the pregnant, the aged - destitute and defenceless, as nak& as when they 

came into the world - none of them have the right to the slightest sympathy or even 

less the most basic protection from the Israeli occupation authorities. 

This is a matter which must be made to disappear , and certain Israeli6 seem to 

be determined to do all in their power to bring this about. The behaviour of the 

Israeli army in the Sabra and Shatila massacres, going as far as helping and 

protecting those who were attacking the wounded who lay on the operating tables 

already close to death8 the establishment of concentration camps, which we had all 

thought to be forever banished from human awareness8 these are but two sinister 

examples which will forever blemish the Israeli leaders, marking them as true 

criminals for future generations. In that respect too, Israel - or rather its 

leaders - will be distinguished, and how distinguished! 

While throughout the world, refugees are respected and there are attempts to 

comfort and protect them, the Israeli authorities offer hostility and misfortune to 

the Pale&tine refugees. Rather than comforting them, the Israelis provide them 

with discomfort and harassment. P&her than sheltering the homeless, the young 

Israeli soldiers are destroying whatever miserable hovels they may possess. Rather 

than treating them8 Israeli officers order hospitals and infirmaries to be razed. 

Rather than protecting them against attack, the Israeli army assists the assailants 

and closes its eyes to the most abominable crimes. In a word, rather than offering 

them a new life, the Israeli leaders take away what little is left of their lives. 

All of this is duly noted in the reports before us, and there is no need to 

dot the Is, for many paragraphs are eloquent in themselves. The saddest part of 

this dark tragedy is that wnile the world is, of course, horrified at Israel’s 

actions, it is unable to react effectively because it is paralyzed with fascination 

at the enormous audacity of a State which has made military force its motto and its 

god. That force has grown 60 great that even the protectors and benefactors of 

Israel are beginning to feel dizzy. And that too constitutes not the least or 

least notable distinction of Israel8 to instil1 feat, first and foremost in its 

friends and allies. The Palestinians feel no more fear. 
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Jews have always been in the vanguard of knowledge and of all sorts of 

intellectual disoiplines. They have been involved in the various struggles which 

brought about the triumph of progress over backwardness and ooneervatism. 

Frequently, moved by generous ideas , they have led revolutions. It must be 

recognized that their impact on the course of history is well established. With 

that brilliant past, one might have thought that the culture of others - especially 

that ot their nearest relations, the Palestinians - would have found a certain 

merit in their eyes. But what do we actually see? Rather than opening schools and 

universities, they close them. Rather than encouraging learning, they sabotage 

it. Rather than spreading culture and knowledge, they force them out. Is this the 

soholarly, cultivated and humanistic Jew? Rather than taking on an intellectual 

competition with equals, they will accept only subjugation. The Hebrew University 

is brilliant and glorious , but why is the establishment of a university at Al Quds 

not permitted, to give direction and impetus to the development of another 

indigenous culture in a place which saw the flowering of many cultures and many 

religions? We must believe that certain Israeli Jews are afraid of intellectual 

confrontation with any culture which is not their own and ehy away from any kind of 

emulation not specifically to their advantage, 

This time they have looked themselves of their own free will into a sort of 

spiritual ghetto, and they are struggling in it. But, unfortunately, they will 

continue to struggle there until they accept the inevitablea dialogue with their 

adversaries. The Arabs have tried to help them in this, but the Fez plan, which 

could have marked the beginning of a whole series of rapprochements, was@ 

unfortunately, rejected, with, moreover , the contempt of Israeli leaders. Yet the 

name of that plan was prestigious and highly symbolic, bearing witness to the depth 

and degree of its authors’ sincerity a it was the name of a city which had welcomed 

numerous Jewish and Moslem refugees who had fled the Spanish inquisition, and the 

university of which was the catalyst for the flowering of that monument or Jewish 

intellect and erudition, Maimonides, for whom the Sephardim and we Moroccans have 

the greatest respect, but for whom, I fear , the Ashkenazim have nothing but 

indifference. 

Thus, we see everywhere a categorical refusal by the Israeli authorities to 

entertain any Arab proposal which would safeguard the interests of all in the 

region. Such stubborn rejection is not a sign of good health, and in this respect, 
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today more than ever, Israel’s health appears to us to be more than weakened, 

morally, intellectually andr 80 they say0 materially. Is this the beginning of a 

decadence, the harbinger o- coming storms? It would be terrible if that were 

true. It would be unworthy of a people, a history and a culture which have given 

so greatly of themselves to mankind s in knowledge, in saience, in culture, in 

humanism and in civilizatlon. We believe that there is still hope for redressing 

this situation: if they will extend their hands to their adversaries instead of 

rejoicing in their misfortunes) if they will accept each other mutually and open 

themselves to the culture and civilization of their neighbours. We think that 

without that there can be salvation neither for the Israelis nor the Palestinians - 

norI for that matter, for all those who want genuine Arab-Israeli reconciliation. 

The siren-cries of intransigence , both within and outside Israel and the 

highly doubtful friendship of certain allies must more than ever dictate a certain 

circumspection to the Tel Aviv authorities. Is it not said, “God protect me from 

my friends: I shall take care of my enemies”? It is high time that the Israeli 

leaders finally became aware of this and learned a lesson from it. In their 

intransigence, they should realise that, despite everything, the Jewish people does 

not have only enemies and that many people hope that the Israelis will ultimately 

recover their reason and their sense of balance. 

It is in that context that we shall continue to support and strengthen the 

activities of UNRWA. 

Mr. ASOUASSI (Lebanon) t  My’ delegation has carefully studied the report 

of the Commissioner-General, contained in document A/38/13, as well as all the 

other documents before us pertaining to the United Nations Relief and Works Agency 

for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA). ‘We wish to join other delegations 

in expressing our appreciatioo for the commkndat e efforts deployed by the 

Commissioner-General and his staff in preparing those reports and in helping to 

achieve UNRWA’s humanitarian tasks. 

It appears from reading these reports that foremost among the concerns which 

have occupied the Agency over the past year has been the situation in Lebanon. It 

appears also that the question of the personal protection of the Palestinian 

refugees is considered by the Commissioner-General , as he states in the foreword to 

his report, to be the most serious problem facing the Palestinian refugees in 

Lebanon. While sincerely sharing this concern over the safety and fate of the 
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Palestinians in the troubled Middle East, the delegation of Lebanon wishes to make 

the following observatione and remarks concerning the proteotion of tha 

Palestinians in Lebanon. 

It should be remembered, first, that the Palestinian refugees have been in 

Lebanon since 1948. Many Lebanese still recall the emotional appeal addressed to 

the Lebanese people by the late President of the Republic of Lebanon, 

Bishara al-Khouri, in which he called on the Lebanese to open their homes and 

hearts to the flow of Palestinian refugees pouring into Lebanon - which they did. 

As a matter of fact, Lebanon ha8 become a haven for refugees and for the 

persecuted, who found in the free and democratic Lebanese society an ideal place to 

express themselves and their aspirations , and to take advantage of all the 

facilities offered to them, while respecting the laws of the host country. 

My next remark is that there should be a distinction betwem the Lebanese 

regions under the effective authority of the Government of Lebanon and those 

regioty out of its effective control. Thus, Israeli forces are still occupying 

southern Lebanon as a result of the June 1982 invasion, whereas the Lebanese army 

was prevented from reaching those regions and the United Nations Interim Force in 

Lebanon (UNIFIL) was not allowed fully to carry out its mandate or to have that 

mandate expanded so that it might fulfil a role of deterrence and protection. 

In northern Lebanon and in the Beqa’a, on the other hand, non-Lebanese forces 

are still illegally present and are exercising effective control over the land, 

with occasional fighting among the different factions, leading to suffering for the 

innocent, afflicted civilian population. 
As for the regions under Lebanese Government authority, especzially the Beirut 

arear which was mentioned also in the Commissioner-General’s report, we should like 

to emphasixe that the Government of Lebanon is doing all possible to secure the 

safety of Lebanese and Palestinians alike. Assisted by the United Nations 

observers and the multinational force , the Lebanese Government has largely 

succeeded in re-establishing security and stability in the greater Beirut area: and 

not only in restoring some feeling of n RXrity in the camps, as is mentioned in the 

Commissioner-General’s report. 

From a broader perspective , my delegation deeme it useful to make the 

following additional observations: first, it is not possible as a goneral rule to 

separate the question of protection from the question of security and the necessity 
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to respect the lroet country’6 laws. Pt is only by respecting the security 

impeeatives in Lebanon today that we can better ensure protection and prevent the 

recurrance of violence, killing and bloodshed. 

Secondly, it ie not pofteiblo to speak about protection of the Palestinian 

refugees in Lebanon in a vacuum. Rather, one should consider the geographic, 

social and political context in which they are living. For the laet 15 yeare, the 

camps have been transformed ikrto closed and fortified barracks. The people of 

Lebanon suffered during the last eight years - and are still suffering - tragedies 

which have caused the death of 100,000, the displacement of 500,000 Lebanese in 

their own land and the expatriation of 2000000r the maiming or other permanent 

injury of ten8 of thousands, and the destruction of dozens of cities and towns. 

The third principle is that it is’ not possible to speak about the security of 

the Paleetinian refugees withciut speaking at the same time about the security of 

the Lebanese civiliane. The war of others, waged on Lebanese soil in nortiern 

Lebanon, is additional proof of the interdependence between the security of the 

Palestinians and that of the Lebanese, whose safety is the prime responsibility of 

the Lebanese Government. Therefore‘ when we refer to the detention by the Lebanese 

authorities of a number of Palestinians or Lebanese, it would be fair also to refer 

to the magnitude of the security problem8 facing Lebanon and its people at this 

most critical stage, and to poi -9 a8 well to the considerations which compel the 

Lebanese authoritiee to take such action in conformity with the law, especially to 

thQ fact that a large number of foreign residents have turned to illegal aCtiOn& 

resorting with impunity to such r@prehensible acts ae murder, aggreeeiono illegal 

poseeeeion of weapons and explosives , large-scale forgery and illegal acquisition 

of property. 

Unhappy or not, the Lebanese people have definitely been facing tragedy, 

euffering and destruction. But despite all that, they have not lost their faith 

and their resolve to survive and to rebuild their country. Lebanon is determined 

to uphold and maintain its sovereiqntij, independence, unity and territorial 

integrity within its internationally recognixed boundaries. Lebanon is also 

determined to liberate its national aoil from all unauthorised non-Lebanese forces 

and to extend the unifying authority of the State to every inch of its territory. 

It is important to stress here that only a strong and just State can provide the 

needed protection, security and dignity to the Lebanese people and to the other 
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legal inhabitants of Lebanon. It is also to be recalled that the Government of 

Lebanon has already expressed its desire and readiness to welcome international 

forces on its soil, to assist in realising Lebanon’s national aspirations and help 

provide more safety and security if needed, 

It is a fact that Lebanon is the oldest constitutional democracy in the Middle 

East. Its Constitution goes back to 1926, and the succession of civilian power has 

been carried out peacefully, through democratic elections, every six years. 

Moreover, Lebanon hat never committed aggression or plotted against anybody. It 

has distinguished itself by being a land of freedom and a haven for refugees. We 

are still determined to preaerve our heritage and our impeccable record as a nation 

respectful of international law and of all human rights. 

I wish therefore to reaffirm that the Lebanese Government conaiders that all 

Palestinians and other foreigners residing legally in Lebanon are under the 

protection of Lebanese law , as are Lebanese nationals. The Minister of Foreign 

Affairs of Lebanon also reaffirmed this position during the General Assembly debate 
on 30 September 1983, when he said that 

“To the Palestinians whose presence in Lebanon is legal we say that we 

reoommit ourselves to them in this world forum and reaffirm that they will 

enjoy all rights and privileges prcvided by the law. They will thus be able 

to resume a normal and secure life, unequalled in its freedom and its cultural 

implications in any other country in the Middle East.” (g38/PV..14, P. 136-140) 

Operative paragraph 6 of General Assembly resolution 37/120 J, adopted last 

year, states the following: 

“Urges the Commissioner-General to provide housing, in consultation with 

the Government of Lebanon, to the Palestinian refugees whose houses were 

demolished or razed by the’ Israeli forceas in order to protect them from the 

severity of the weather.” 

The Lebanese Government has responded to that request, in addition to that it had 

already started to secure housing within the means available at the time. 

Besides its reaainess to assist in providing housing , the Lebanese ofticials 

have also informed the Commissioner-General of UNRWA of the authorization to that 

Agency to reconstruct the camps. In that connection, the delegation of Lebanon 

wishes to draw attention to the fact that, in the view ot the Lebanese officials, 

the implementation of such a reconstruction policy, in co-ordination with UNRWA, 
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muet take into aaaount the following important faatorac firat, the geographiaal 
distribution of the &amps in reepeat of wbioh some time would be needed while 

awaiting a deaieion from the Lebanese offiaials indioating the site on whiah the 
houses should be built, in the light of seaurity and teahniaal ooneiderations) 

eeaondly, it should be understood that the Palestiniana aonaerned are only those 
legally registered in Lebanon1 and , thirdly, the financing and implementation 

should be with the approval of and in co-ordination with the Lebanese Government, 

in accordance with the relevant United Nations General Assembly resolutions. 

To carry out such a commitment in principle to rebuild the houses, the 
Government of Lebanon is studying the possibility of forming a oommittee drawn from 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs , the Vinistry of Defenaa, the Direatorate of Urban 
Planning and UNRWA to study the subjeat from all its political, seaurity and 

administrative aspects. The human consideration shall always be uppermost in our 

minds and we shall co-operate with the Commissioner-General of UNRWA and hi6 staff 

towards the fulfilment of his mandate. 
The financial diffiaultiee still Easing UNRWA remain serious and a matter of 

concern, especially for the host aountries. Lebanon considers it imperative to 
continue seeking suitable eolutions to that problem. The failure to meet UNRWA’s 

need8 would add to the fruetrations of the Palestinians and exaaerbate further the 
prevailing tension and bitternees. In that respeat, it is relevant to recall the 

fol+owing Arab saying : “To open a eahool ie to close a prison”. 
s On this ocaacrion my delegation would like to expreets its thanks for the 

efforts carried out by the Joint Jnepeation Unit in preparing its report and for 
the endeavours of the Working Group on the Finanoing of UNRWA. 

, The subjeat under discussion today is one of.relief, and the international 

community bears a great responsibility in this matter. UNRWA, which is oarrying 

out a humanitarian task in the Middle East, is performing a concrete job and 

contributing to increasing the confidence of world public opinion in the usefulness 

of the United Nations, in spite of the fact that the political aspect oE the 
problem of the Palestinian people has p unfortunately, not yet been eolved. 

Lebanon, which has contributed much to the Agency’s humanitarian efforts, ie 
looking forward to more co-operation and co-ordination with the Cornmissioner- 

General and his aeeir;tants in the realization of UNRWA’8 humanitarian 9OalFI. 
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The CHAIRMAN8 I should like now , in my capacity a6 repreeentative of 

Yugoslavia, to make the following statement. 
The annual report of the United Nationa Relief and Work8 Agency for Palestine 

Refugee6 in the Near East (UNRWA) , submitted to us by its Commiseioner-General, 

Mr. Olof Rydbeok, once again represent8 a moving.teetimony to the continuing ordeal 

of the Palestinian people. Forcibly expelled from their land, deprived of their 

homes and property, and stripped of human rights in the territories ocoupied by 

Ierael, the Palestine refugees are the protagonists of one of the most tragic 

stories of our time. They have been deprived of their homeland and denied the 

right to national eelf-determination. Yet, their sense of national identity and 

national aepirations has never faltered, despite grave sacrifices. They have shown 

to all those that had thought otherwise - above all, Israel - that it is illueory 

to expect that the Palestinian problem can be made to disappear without the 

achievement of a juet and iasting solution , no matter what amount of force is used 

against them. 
And, indeed, there seems to be no limit to the force used and the suffering 

inf lioted. The carefully measured language of United Nations documents used in the 

UNRWA report discloses nevertheless the magnitude of the Palestinian tragedy, 

further increased after the Israeli aggression against Lebanon in June of laat 
year. The atrocious killiny of hundreds of the Palestinian civilian population in 

the Sabra and Shatila camps - for which Israel beare full responsibility - had a 

profound impact on the security of all Palestinians in Lebanon. The personal 
security of the Palestine refugees, as stressed in the foreword to the UNRWA 

report, wa8 the moet serious problem in the period under consideration. 

Innumerable detentions, threat6 and killings of Palestinians occurred during that 

period. While UNRWA has reported, Warned and made representations to the 

authorities, there are clear limits a8 to what that Agency can do in suah 

circumstances. Suffice it to say that even UNRWA staff is killed and detained - a 
reprehensible violation of inununitiee of international organizations and clearly in 

violation of existing international law. The rospcnsibility for such ac+.s is borne 

by the occupying Power, which is Israel. 
It is beyond comprehension how Some Statea can support UNRWA and its 

programmes and yet fall short of censuring Israel for acts that call into question 

the very continuation of those programmes. The words of the Conmiesioner-General 
of UNRWA that the Israeli invasian of Lebanon largely undid the Agency’s work of 
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30 yeare in Lebanon oannot and must not be taken lightly, The deetruotion of 
refugee houeee inside and outeide the oampe in southern Lebanon and Beirut and the 

demolition of refugee eheltere by Israel as punitive meaauree have created a 
Mesive houeing shortage that the Agenoy wae called upon to allevi&e. Also, it 

had to undertake emergenay relief programme6 , inoluding welfare aseistanoe to come 
165,000 refugee&!, whioh placed a heavy burden on the Agenoy’s already limited 

resouroeee The Agenay had not yet euaceeded in collecting $13 million for the 
initial phase of emergency reoonatruction of UNWA installations, aamp 

infraetructure and refugee housing. 
At the same time, the Aqenoy had to cope with continuoue disruptions of ite 

operatione in the oooupied territories of the Werrt Bank and Goza owing to Israeli 
interferenae and obstruction. 

Yet, in epite of almost insuperable difficulties, the Agency had succeeded in 
reetoring the greatest poeeible degree of normality to the lives of Palestine 

refugees caught in the turbulence of events in Lebanon. It wae able rapidly to 
re-establieh ite own health serviceer good progress wae made in reactivating the 
echool eyetem and remarkable eucoeseee were made , in the circumetancee, in 

reconstructing the, refugee housing facilities. All that wa8 aohieved by the Agenoy 
while oarrying on its regular operations in Syria, Jordan, the West Bank and the 

Gaza Strip. 

The devotion and sense of purpose shown by the Commissioner-General and UNRWA 
staff throughout this extraordinary relief operation have been exemplary indeed, 

and my delegation wiehee to expreee its higheet appreaiation for their servioee. 
Against that background, the great iWortanOe of UNRWA’s continuing aotivitiee 

beuomee even more evident. Could we imagine the effeats of events in Lebanon upon 

the Paleetine refugees if UNRWA either did n?t exist or wae foroed to diaaontinue 

its activities owing to a lack ‘of funds?. The current events in the north of 
Lebanon ehow that the state of emergency in which the Agency operates ie far from 

over and that the same urgent need for ite relief operation continues. The vital 
need for all of its other activities ale0 remaine undiminished. 

UN&WA’s assistance to the PaLestine refugee8 is indeed more than ever an 

eeeential lifeline, it is also a stabilising factor in the volatile situation 

prevailing in the Middle Eaet region. Established ae an expression of the 
international community’s fsolidari!y with the euffering people of Palestine, UNRWA 
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hae no alternative a8 long ae there is no politioal solution Of the problem of the 
Middle East. It mu& therefore be provided with suffioient funds to be able to 

carry out ite noble humanitarian tacks in aooordanoe with the existing needs of the 
Paleetine refugees. 

The international corPmunity has a moral obligation to provide the neoeseary 

funding for UNIWA. Therefore, my delegation wholeheartedly supporte the appeale of 

the Commissioner-General and the Pvorking Group for increased contributions to the 
Agency’s budget. The favourable ciroum8tanoes that exieted during the 1983 budget 

year will not be repeated next year, whiah can be seen from the fact that the total 

contributions this year has not yet reached last year’8 level. 
Tn this connection, my delegation wishes to express its appreciation of both 

the report of the Working Group on the Financing of UNRWI and that of the Joist 

Inepeotion Unit. Many conclueione and recommendatione in those reports are very 
valuable, and I am certain that they will be oonsidered favourably by the Agency 

and the General Aa8embly. 
My ‘dountry will oontinue to Ilaake ite contribution to the international 

oommunity’e efforts to aoeist the Paleotinian refugees to the utmost of its 

poseibilities. Yugoelavia contributes regularly to the Agency’s budget, gives it 

asei6tantre in food and other goods and provides ocholarehipe for etudies at it8 

echoole and universities. It stands ready to support every action intended to 

aecure UNRWA’s aontinuing sucoessful work. 
Important and indiepeneable ae UNRIVA’s work ie , it ii9 certainly no solution 

for the problem of Palestine refugees. That problem can be resolved only through 

finding a Just am oomprehensive solution to the conflict in the Middle East. 

The non-aligned countries have been the main bulwark of support for the 
Palestinian people and its just oauae. They have given the Btrongeet support to the 

juet struggle of its sole legitimate representative, the Paleetine Liberation 

Organization. .They have formulated their views , which have been reiterated on a 

number of occasions including at the Seventh Summit in New Delhi, aa to what are 
the neaessary elements of a just solution of the problem of Palestine, whioh i.e the 

core of the Middle East crisisc the attainment and exercise in Palestine of the 
inalienable right6 of the Pale&Man people, including the right to returnr 

self-determination without external interference and the riqht to national 

independence and sovereignty, including the right to establish an independent 
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Pnleatinian state. The realization of thoae rights, together with the withdrawal 
of Israel from all Arab territoriee waupied sinae 1967 and reaognition of the 

right of all countries and peoples of the region to a safe, independent and 

peaoefU1 social development, within reaogniaed boundaries free from the threat or 

~88 of forae, is the only way to eliminate the problem of Paleetine refugees and to 

solve the Middle Es& problem. While continuing with the maximum aupport of UNRWA, 

it is the political solution along the aforementioned lines that the international 
community should be eeoking, exerting all efforts towards achieving that goal. 

There are no more name8 on the speakers’ list. We have thus concluded the 
general debate on agenda item 73. 

I aall on the Commissioner-General of UNRWA, who wishes to make a closing 

statement. 
Enr. RYDBECK (Conuniseioner-General , United Nations Relict and Works Agency 

for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA))8 I have listened most attentively 

to the debate on the United Nations Relief and Works Agency tor Palestine Refugees 

in the Near East (UNRWA), which has been conducted in thifl Committee over the past 

10 days, and I thank the Committee for giving me the opportunity to make 8ome 
further remarks at ite close. 

I am very gratified by the generous tributes paid to the Agency and ite staff 
by the aembers of the Committee which I shall be very happy to pass on to my 

colleaguea. Theee are indeed, a8 many representativee have said, extremely 
diffiault times in which we are endeavouring to carry out our mandate, and we need 

all the ao-operation and support whiah Member States can give ~8. 

A number of representatives have expressed aonaern over one of the obstacles 

whiah has been plaaed in our way - the detention of a number of locally recruited 

crtaff. The Searetary-General and I have made a partiaular point of drawing the 

attention of lember States to these detentions, .net because we challenge the right 
of any Government to enforce law and order within its bordere - far from it. Our 

concern is to preserve the fundamental rights of the United Nations and its staff 
to know on what charges detainees are individually being held, to be informed of 

the places where they are being detained1 and to be granted acce88 to them. The 
latest reports that have reached me indicate that there are still in Lebanon five 

etaff members being held by the LebanerJe authorities and 61 by the Israeli 
authorities, for whom those righte,have not been assured. My annual report also 
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reoalls that other rstaff members have been eimilarly held without charge in the 
ouaupied territories of the Weet Bank and Gaza and in the Syrian Arab Republia 

during the reporting period. 
The occupied territories, as the representative of the Palestine Liberation 

Organization (PLO) has reminded us0 continue to b-s in the throee of tension8 
violenoe and measures aimed at reetoring order which at the same time infliot 

hardship. Sinoe I made my opening statement to this Committee on 9 November, 

curfews have been imposed - sometimes for a few hours, at others for several day6 - 

on the refugee camps at Aida, I&late, Dheisheh, Jalazone and Tulkarem. UNRWA ha8 
generally been able to arrange with the Israeli authorities to provide health and 

eanitation services during daytime hours when the curfews have been partially 
liftea. But these efforts have run into difficulties where, aa in Dheisheh, the 

main entrance to the camp has been closed, preventing transportation of garbage to 
the collection points on the main roads and blocking the flow of drainage water. 

UNRWA*s,Field Office is consulting the military authorities in an attempt to reach 
a’ practical solution to this problem. 

In my earlier statement I referred to the closure by the Israeli authorities 
of a school at the Kalandia Camp and the Kalanaia Vocational Training Centre for 

one month from 1 November. That closure remain6 in force8 and the authorities are 

still examining UNRWA’s proposal to reinforce a section of the compound wall at the 

sohool 80 as to guard further against the possibility that stonea oould be thrown 

over it at passing vehioles. Since then orders have been given for two UNRWA 
sohcxqls in the Jalazone Camp to be closed for one-month from 15 November. Our 

Field Director in Jerusalem has requested the reason for this decision, but has yet 

to be given it. I am deeply eonaerned by this form of aotion which punishes large 
numbers of ahildren for alleged offenoes by unidentified perpetrators. A press 

release calling public attention to the school closures was issued today. 
The plight of civilian refugees in the area in snd around Tripoli in north 

Lebanon has gravely exercised us over these past weeks. The most recent reports I 
have received from UNRWA’s Field Office in Lebanon speak of 9,000 to 

10,000 Palestine refugees displaced from the Beddawi Camp and living in UNRWA and 
Government sohools or with relatives in Tripoli townr another 200 families from 

Beddawi fled to the Nahr El Bared Camp! and hundreds more have been living in 

air-raid shelters in Beddawi Camp itself, where their health condition has been 
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worrying. A8 of 24 November - before the latest rounds of heavy ehelling of the 
Beddawi Camp and further fighting in Tripoli - the number8 of civilian regietered 
refugees who had been killed were reported at 90, and 140 were believed to have 
been wounded. P would emphaeize that those figures do not take into aocount 

aaeualties among the rest of the civilian population in the area nor among 
combatants. I have figuree relating only to regietered UNRWA refugees. An updated 

estimate ot the damage there will be made when the fighting has ceased, but by 
11 November8 80 to 90 refugee shelters had already been deetroyed and more than 

100 damaged. In the Nahr El Bared Camp there were 22 deetroyed ehelters and 
30 damaged. The imPaCt of the fighting on the Agency’8 own installations appears 
to have been light in Nahr El Bared. Surveys of this damage and of the repairs and 
replacement6 needed to the roade, aewage and water distribution networks and other 

infrastructure in the two campa will be carried out ehortly. 
In the last fortnight an emergency operation hae been mounted to meet the 

immediate relief needs of the refugees. Di&ributions have been made of 

fcodetuffe - flour, sugarr riaeo sardines, corned beef, jam and tomato paste - aoap 

and towels, blankets and mattreeees, and kitchen kits. They have already reached 
note than 2,500 refugees still in the Beddawi Camp and 7,200 in Tripoli. The 

supplies have been provided from the stocks held from the continuing emergency 
relief programme elaewhere in Lebanon , in the Agenoy’s warehouses in Beirut and the 

Beka’a Valley - and will, of eoureel have to be replaoed. If the rehabilitation of 
the-refugees cannot take place within a short time, a8 seems likely to ba the case’ 

a further foad ration will be issued. In addition, supplementary feeding will be 

given for the next three months to 3,000 refugees who are in need of it. Cash 

grants and/or building materials will aaeist those who aan restore their homer in 
the camps. 

Another immediate task has been to ceinforce the health cervices. A8 I 
reported on 9 November, UNRWA hae been working with the International Committee of 

the Red Cross and the Lebaneee Red Craw to provide medical staff and supplies for 
the Pelamic Hoepital and a temporary annex to it in Tripoli town. An UNRWA health 

point in the town haa been open daily instead of the normal twica.-weekly houre. 
The Nahr El Bared Health Centre resumed work on 8 November, and arrangements were 

being made for a -mobile clinic to bring medical care to the retugees in Beddawi 
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until it was safe for the health oentre there to reopen. An agreement had been 
reaohed with two hospital6 in Akkar to receive from the Nahr El Bared Camp UNIX&A 

patients who are unable to reaoh Tripoli. A vacoination campaign ha8 been mounted 
to protect ahildren from the risk of polio and measles. Additional milk powder is 

being issued through the ohild-health clinics. An interesting example of 
oo-operation has been the purahase by UNRWA of a 37 KVA generator delivered to the 

Islamic Hospital in Tripoli. Half of the cost has been covered by the United 

Kingdom Save the Children Fund and the other half is more than met by donation to 

the Agency of 1,500 blankets fran the International Committee of the Red Cross, 

which will use the generator. 

This operation will add approximately $750,000 to the Agency’s expenditure on 
emergency relief in Lebanon. Hlhen the cost of repairing UNRWA's own installations 

and the oamp infrastructure is assessed , the total bill could be well over 

$1 million. This assumes that the needs do not continue beyond the three months, 

and, of oourser we have no way yet of knowing how realistic that assumption is. 
Mounting this emergency operation has placed an additional burden on UNIWA’e 

resources which can be met without prejudice to the regular programmes only if the 
international community makes special contribution6 for the purpose. I spoke at 

the start of thie debate of the modest response 60 far to my last appeal for 
Lebanon, a response which has not increased;since then. I also warned of the 

SeriOu6 risk of an alarming shortage of funds to keep the education, health and 

welfare programmes going in 1984. while I look forward to the announcement of 

generous contributions at the Pledging Conference for UNRWA next Tuesday, 
22 November, nothing I have heard suggests that my fears for next year may be 

unfounded. 
It ie in this context that I ask members to consider the request which several 

representatives have made for resumption of the basic ration programme. There Rae 

been no dissension from the view that the education and health services must be 

maintained unimpaired. There is also general agreement, I believe, that the 
destitute must be adequately helped, Only when those cervices have been financed 

could there be any possibility of resuming a general dietribution of food ration& 
and meIUber6 favouring such a step should be aware that this would add at least a 

further $25 million to the Agency’s annual requirements. 
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I have also noted the requeet from a rN.mber of representatives for the 

transfer of the Agency ‘8 headquarters. I wish to reaffirm my intention to comply 

with the terms ct General Assembly resolution 37/120 K, which cells for the 
relocation of the headquarters “to its former site within its area of operations as 

soon as praoticable”. 

Finally, the Lebanese delegation here outlined a programme for oo-operation 

with UNRWA in Lebanon and I just want to reaffirm the position of the Agency frwn 

the very beginning of our operation in Lebanon) that we undertake nothing that is 

not done in close co-operation with the Lebanese Government. 
Among the many statements we have heard during the course of this debate, 

there have been a number of criticisms addressed to UNRWA from different quarter& 
My perception of those criticisms is that they relate, for the most part, to 

poiitioal considerations. To the extent that they ooncern specific factual 
questions, I shall be only too happy to discuss them with any delegation that 

wishes to do so. I amr of course, fully aware of the political link between the 
Palestine issue as a whole and the creation and operation of UNRWA and of the 

political role, positive and important , that the Agency plays through its mere 

existence in the Middle East. However, it is no part of the role of the 

Commissioner-General of UNRWA to participate in the political debate in this 
Committee and I therefore refrain from answering any of the specific criticisms 

that have been uttered and that have stemmed mostly from political considerations. 
I only wish to assure Members that my annual report to the General Assembly is 

written with one object only; to inform the Assembly of the activities and 
policies of the Agency and any problems it encounters in its efforts to implement 

in the most effective way possible the mandate entrusted to it. With your support, 
this is the policy I shall continue to pursue. 

The CHAI@J$: I now call on those representatives who have requested to 
speak in exercise. of the right of reply. 

Mr. CHAMMAS (Lebanon) I Mr. Chairman, f hope I would not open up a 
procedural debate if I were formally to request that.the very important remarks 

which the Commissioner-General has just made be reproduced ,in exteneo in the 
records of the committee. I do this because he is the Commissioner-General of 

UNRWA, his declarations are extremely pertinent to the work, to aftording us the 
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opportunity of appraising effeotively the work in the light of his views and 

remarks, and there is no text of those remarks distributed and I could see that he 

was speaking from written notes and I think they conoern all Governments1 in 
particular the host Governments and the oontributing Governments. On the usual 

understanding that if my request opens no other debate and raises no objections, I 
request that you, Sir, before we proceed any further , rule on this formal request 

that I have made. 
The CHAIRMAN: Representatives have heard the proposal submitted by the 

representative of Lebanon. May I take it that the Committee agrees to the 

reproduction of the closing remarks of the Commissioner-General of WNRWA in extonso 

in our summary records? 
It was so decided. 

Mr. CHAMMAS (Lebanon) I Before speaking in exercise of the right of 

reply, I wish, at the outset , to thank the Commissioner-General for his remarks and 

observations. We took note with satisfaction of the direct reference he has made 
to Lebanon and, as we did in our statement in the general debate, we wish to 

reiterate at this stage our readiness at all times and under all circumstances and 
within our capacity to collaborate with him and with his staff in order to help him 

discharge the tremendous task which has been and is being entrusted to him by the 
General Assembly. 

We took note too of the fact that he spoke now of only five detainees in 

Lebanon and we want to assure him again, as we did yesterday, that the Lebanese 

authorities will be ready at all times to talk to a representative of the 
Commissioner-General of UNRWA about the reasons for which they have been detained, 

assuring him again and the members of the Committee of our continued strict 
observance of our obligations under all the conventions oonoerning immunities and 

privileges, in particular the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the 
United Nations, as we are one of the few countries that so often have recourse, for 

assistance and help, to this important Organisation, which we hope will one day 
regain its role. 

The delegation of Lebanon does not usually request to speak in exercise of the 
right of reply because it drawo satisfaction or pleasure from that fact. This, to 
our mind, is a Course of last resort which we take if we feel compelled, and today, 
like yesterday, this was an instance where I think we found ourselves in that 
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predicament. I had anticipated yesterday - and rightly 80 - and had cautioned that 
we did not want the situation in Lebanon to become a subject of debate in this 

Committee. We had to rewrite our policy statement in the light of the debate at 
the last minute and had to gauge the political aspect6 of it in so far as they 

relate to the item under consideration. 
I know, I understand and I accept the right of the Ieraeli representative to 

choose the style he deems fit. I do not question that. I, as a matter of fact, 
would welcome any recourse he thinks best serves his interest. But I would have 

hoped that he woulol have been careful not to inject certain aspects, which he went 
through quickly but which are of such grave nature that if put under scrutiny they 

would give the wrong impression of what the Lebanese tragedy is all about, and I 
will not digrees, as he did, from the overall picture, From the minute he read out 
his first quotation, relating to the report of the Secretary-General, I knew 
exactly where it was leadiflg us. In order not to take up much time, I shall just 

reply, very specifically, to certain points which directly touch the Lebanese 
people and the Lebanese situation and I shall make the direct, brief, following 

quotations. 
*A protractcld civil war8 a religious/ethnic strife” - those are the 

descriptions at the beginning of his statement. Does the representative of Israel 
in his thorough study of the history of Lebanon and its people really believe that 

in essenca the Lebanese tragedy could be summed up in the descriptions he gave? 

-, ‘If one reads through his statement - we have not read through it8 we have 

listened to Pt - he went on to refute these basic facts when he brought up elements 
which would have proved that what is going on in Lebanon is a war inside Lebanon by 

forces from outside Lebanon. If the war in Lebanon is a civil warI may I ask the 
representative of Israel why the Israeli forces are still in southern Lebanon? May 

I ask him why the non-Lebanese forces, whoever they are ) are stiVll in Lebanon? Are 
they all there because it is a “civil war”? 

We do not ask for pityr it ie not in our’tradition. We ask for understanding 
and we demand compassion from all those who address themselves to the tragedy of 

Lebanon. To be honest, the representative of Israel does not have a monoWly on 
that, because other delegations, in goud faith no doubt, have referred to the 

situation in Lebanon as a situation of civil strife. Of course in Lebanon we have 

our differences and they are deep differences. They have religious connotations, 
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but we have been caught in the cobweb of a power struggle of a global nature in a 
regional context and in local war8 that are being fought, scmetimeee regretfullyr 

with Lebanese mean& We have allowed oureelves to be victimised, but we are 
determined to save oureelvee. What we requgst and what we demand of others is that 

they discharge their obligations in assisting UB to find peace and tranquillity 
within our own country. 

It is not my intention - I have no prepared remarks before me - to fall into 
the trap of injecting the Lebanese equation into the debate on the report of the 
Commissioner-General of UNRWA, but there are certain pronouncement8 that are 80 

grave that if they are not dealt with immediately and explained without delay they 
may lead people to the wrong impression. 

In o:lr history we have had our problem& Which country does not have internal 

problems? We eometimee do kill one another , but we are not students of ma88 
murder. This has not been part of our history. Study the last four centuriee# 

study the four centuries of Ottoman rule and see how we stood fast seeking and 
fighting for our autonomy. We are not newcomers to the body politic of the Middle 

East and if at times we appear a8 though our body politic hae been impotent - and I 
address myaelf to the representative of Israel - this ie not the flret time in the 
political history of countries that a eyetem has acquired a certain degree of 
impotence) we ahall overcome it, and I hope that we will not become politically 

senile. ThL is something we leave to others who are more vereed than we are in 

the art of political senility. 

We ae a people are determined to do whatever we can to regain a unity. We had 
cur problems a century ago. We were able to overcome them. We do not have only 

coexistence in Lebanonj we have active participation. We are a mosaic of 
communities. There are friction8 between US. Take the extraneous elements out 

and - I am not addressing the representative of Israel alone, I am addressing 
everyone in this Committee and through them tho rest of the world - rest assured we 
can surmount our problem6 , because then they fall within our capacity, 
eocio-economic, political, psychological and otherwise. We will overcome them and 
we will surmount them. 
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Mr. SHEHATA (Egypt) (interpretation from Arabia) : I wish to begin my 
8tatement: in exeraise of the right of reply by quoting a verse from the Holy Koran8 

“In the name of God the meroiful, the oompaseionate, you who are 
believers, if someone come8 to you with falsehoods, beware not to follow suit 

and slpread faleehoods, elee you will fall into regretfulnese.” 
It is not usual for the Egyptian delegation, in thie Committee or in others, 

to make allegations and spread falsehoods. The eystematio approaoh of the Egyptian 
delegation has always been to present true and logical arguments, and thie was the 

approaoh of the Egyptian delegation in its statement on this item. The Egyptian 
delegation hae 80 many arguments and enough proof and evidenae to fill not only 
10 days but a whole session and P am not exaggerating wh%n I eay that the Egyptian 

delegation ie fully prepared to present argumenta, proof and evidence until 
doomsday to confirm our conviction of the juetic6 of the Palestinian cause* 

The representative of Israel in this Committee and in other form6 frequently 
refers to the fact that there are peaae aaaorde with Egypt. Here I wish to alarify 

two points. 

The firet Point is that Egypt’s peaceful relation6 with the countriee of the 
world, small or large, are equal) we will never aaaord any privilege or special 
statue to any aountry, whether in the West or in the East. This first faot should 
be borne in mind by everyone. 

The second fact is that the peace aocorde between Egypt and Israel - let there 

be no illueion, doubt, false aspiration0 or misjudgements, I say this aloud with 
all* honeety and clarity - do not give Israel oarte blanoe to pursue poliaies of 

aggresion or invasion, they are never to be interpreted as authorization for Israel 
to wage ite enpanoioniot policy in the area. 

Egypt opened the door wide for Ierael to abandon aggreseion, oooupation and 
prejudiae. Regrettably, howevqrr, Israel is atill a prieoner of its 
imagination-and-myth-Eilled past and is t’ontinuing to slam the door to peace - the 
door that wee opened to it by the largest Arab country in the area. 

The rtecond point concerns the eituation df the refugees in Gaza and Kafah - 
Egyptian Kafah. The Egyptian statement made this question alear and the 

representative of Israel referred to the practical proposals made to Egypt. 

Allow me to clarify those practical proposalo to oolve the problem of Gaza and 

Egyptian Rafah. It was prapozed to Egypt that it zuould exchange a piece of land 
from Egypt for a piece of iand from Palestine - that is, that Kgypt should take 
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Palestinian Rafah and Ierael would take part of Kgyptian territory in exahange. 

Theee are the praotiaal propoeale submitted to Egypt to deal with the subjeot of 

border definition. I think it ie incredible to think that we would reliquish any 

part of Egypt or wrongfully annex any part of Palaetine or of any other oountry, 

Thirdly, the faots oontained in the Egyptian statement on the Anoar aamp ana 

the livelihood of the refugee8 were deeoribea by the Ieraeli repre8entative a8 the 

result of ignorance of the taats. However, I believe that the Israeli 

representative ha8 a very good memoryf but just in aa618 he doee not, I am prepared 

to relate some of the faote contained in the Egyptian statement onae again. In the 

K9yptian etatement we quoted the views of Vuri Avneri, a well-known personality 

within and outside Israel. He vieited Ansar aamp and he eaid it wa8 a aanoer in 

our Body, a etain that should be wiped out. Theae are not the word8 of the 

Egyptian dalagation) theee are the wards of a well-known Israeli Peraanality. It 

may ba that they are allegations. However, they are facts witnessed by a certain 

well-kn?wn person. There also exiote a medical report eubmitted by three JeWi8h 

doctors from the United Kingdom - a padiatrioian, a surgeon and a biologist - who 

have vieited the camp and say that they did not 088 any men there. Where are the 

men? Where i8 the human POroe in Rn8ar? 

I believe that neither Yuri Avneri nor the three Jewish doctors Erom the 

United Kingdom nor Arie Eliav, who wrote in The New York Times about the painful 

eurgery of repartitioning greater 18rae1, aan be exaggerating. 

Finally, I can only tell the repreeen,tative of Israel that he should acquaint 

himself with the painful realities and faot8. Those facts will be submitted next 

week, God willing, with regard to the Israeli praatioes and I hope that I will then 

hear a muah more oonvinoing reply than the one we heard today. Next week ie not 

taa far off. 

Lith regard to the role of Abdel Naeser in the 1969 agreement referred to by 

the Israeli representative and the YmanaeuvreOH of the Egyptians and their 

*megalomania”, I say that the 1969 agreement on Lekmon was drawn up at the request 

of the legal authorities of Lebanon , alid the representative of Lebanon is present 

here and oan correct me if I am mistaken. As for infiltrators and terrorists in 

the Gaza Strip, I wish to remind the Israeli representative of history - aa a 

matter of faot, I am a student of history - of the Lavon Affair in 1954. Gee he 
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reaall that soandal when infiltrators were sent to blow up the United Statee 

Consulate in Alexandria? It was a politioal scandal and many historiaal booke 

exist on it. Its purpose was to disrupt the developing relations between Egypt and 
the United States. 

L shall make one final remark with regard to terror dnd terrorists. Allow met 
as a student of history, to say I know that the Maquis - the Frenoh reeistanoe 

fighters during the Second borld War - were Galled terrorists by the Germn 
occupying forces) the representative of France is here and can explain to UB 
whether the Maquis were terrorists or freedom fighters. In addition, during the 
Second horld bar, the British Government used to call some of the present Israeli 

officials terrorists. Therefore the question is a relative one, it depends on the 
angle from which terrorists or freedom fighter8 aire viewed. The concept of 
terrorism is a changing and dynamic one and should be put in its proper legal, 
histOriCa and political context. Terrorism is one thing, freedom fighting is 
something else) legitimate struggle is something else. Egypt has 80 many document6 

and so much proof8 the reading of history ie a hobby of the Eqyptian delegation, 

Mr. AZZANI. (Denxxxatic Yemen) (interpretation from Arabia): The Ieraeli 
representative in his statement this morning mentioned Demoratio Yemen. We are 
aware of his intention in diverting the attention of the international community 

and the Committee from the Israeli practices in the oooupied Anab territories which 

have led to an increase iti the number of Palestinian refugees a8 a reeult of their 
exiulsion from their lands and the expropriation of their property. We should like 
to emphasize on this ocoaeion the oonstant position of Demooratio Yemen8 the 
aggressor, Israel, must bear full responsibility for its aggreeeion and for the 

occupation of Palestinian Arab territories. The international community muet take 

the necessary measures to put Fn end to the Israeli oooupation of Arab and 

Palestinian territories. That is the balric solution to the problem of the 
Palestinian refugees. 

Mr. hAXARI (Islamic Republic of Iran) I In reiterating the deep sympathy 
ot the Islamic Revolution with the Palestine Revolution, my delegation deems it 

necessary to state its views and observations regarding item 73 of our agenda. Our 
interest is baaed on the followinga First, the question of Palestine a8 an 
explosive issue has the potential ot severely threatening peace all over the 
world. Undoubtedly the grave violation6 of the United Nations Charter and the 
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denial by the illegitimate Zionist entity of the inalienable right8 of the 

paleatinian people are the main aeuae8 for the existing dangerous eituation in the 

Middle East. Secondly, we aoneider the struggle ?f the Palestinians a8 an integral 

part of the Islamia struggle against the Zionist aolonization of a segment of 

felamio land8 in Paleetine which ha8 led to the pre8ent intolerable condition8 from 

which our brother8 are eufforing. 

Unfortunately, deepite the aontinued struggle of the Palestinian8 to free 

their homeland tram foreign domination and to regain their inalienable righter 

effort8 have been exerted through international means to give the Paleetinian 

refugee situation a permanent 8tatu8. The history of Palestine is not simply a 

history of refugees) it ie a hi8tOry of their just struggle against Zionisol and 

raaiem and for human dignity. 

We Ehare the idea expreseed by the repreeentative of India in her @eeah that 

*the service8 provided by UNRlvA can be no EUbEtitUte for the PaleEtinian people'8 

right to live in freedom and dignity in their own national homeland". We also 

believe that UNRWA 8hOUld riot become an agency functioning within a framework of 

aharity that might eventually extinguish the urge OP the Palestinian people to 

etruggle againet Zionism. It is unfortunate that 8ome States, which are 

reeponeible for the unaoaeptable conditions in which Paleetinian refugee8 are 

living, should attempt to u8e their contribution8 to UNRWA a8 a mean8 of clearing 

their aonsaienoe of the burden of guilt. For example, not everyone in this hall 

remember8 th8 ma88aare8 in Sabre and Shatila a8 Well a8 other crime8 committed by 

the Zionist entity againat Palestinian aivilians. Still, we note that the zioniet 

entity ha8 contributed a aoneiderable amount to the budget of UNRWA. 
Today the people of Iran are acting a8 ho8t to Over 3 million refugee8 

consioting of over 2 million people who have been brutally forced to abandon their 
home8 in western Iran by continued enemy air attack8 against civilians, a8 well ae 

to our Afghan brothers who have fled from foreign occupation in their country. We 

are therefore well aware of the difficulties that UNRWA may be facing in providing 

the facilities that it aoes for Paleetinian refugeee. The Ielemic Republic of Iran 

coneiders it8 asssistance to UNRWA a8 a symbolic rather than a substantive act. 
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If the international oommunity wishes to help the Palestinians effectively and 

permanently, it should Strengthen it6 support for a just and durable solution to 

the question of Palest&W 80 that the need for an organisation such ae UNSWA would 

be eliminated. 
The CHASWNr I call on the next epeaker to exercise his right of reply, 

the representative of the Syrian Arab Republic. 

Mr. ADODCHAER (Syrian Arab Republio) (interpretation from Arabic): The 

Israeli representative dealt in his statement this morning with a few points that 
have nothing to do with the issue under consideration, which is agenda item 73. My 

delegation will not be diverted by the,representative of Israel’s de&e to turn 
this discussion into a nonsensical one. In .the framework of exercising my right of 

reply, I find it sufficient to disouss four of the points mentioned by the 

representative of Israel. The detailed Israeli statement can be completely 

analysed, refuted and rejeoted. We could spend until midnight here discussing the 

statement. 
First of all, ooncerning the Israeli allegations shout an exchange of refugees 

between Arab aountries and Israel, the clear facts bear witneae to the fact that 
Jewish inhabitants of Arab States migrated to Israel, either through being 

misguided by Israeli Propaganda or as a result of a terrorist policy followed by 

the Israeli intelligenae, Mossad, and I refsr the Israeli representative to 

David Iiirst’s book entitled The Gun and the Olive Branch, in which he proves the 

responeiblity of Israeli intelligenoe in forcing the Jews of Iraq to migrate by 

creating a strained situation there.through the bombing of temples and the 
assassination of some Jews to create the impression that there was some Arab 

hostility towards Jewa. It has not been proved that any Arab States expelled those 

Jew6 or forced them to leave. ‘Many Arab. States ‘have repeatedly declared that they 

welcomed the return of those Jewish emigrants to their original Arab country and 

homeland. 

while this Committee is sure , from the discussions it has witnessed over the 

last 35 years and from alear and categorical evidence that the expulsion of the 
Palestinians was the result of a Zioni&-Israeli scheme to clear Palestinian 

territory of its Palestinian population and to create a mono-religious Jewish State 

in which Jews alone have the right to full citizenship , I should like to remind the 
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Committee on this occasion that Israel frequently claims that Jews resident in many 

countries are in fact hostages and calls for their release. I ohallenge the 
representative of Israel on a point of logic: Are Jews hostages until they come 

back to their original homelands or are they citizens that have been expelled from 

their homelands and thus become refugees? The truth is that Israel has only 
resorted to an opportunist approach in which it distorts the facts in order to 

6erve its own intereots. 
Secondly, the Israeli representative alleged that the Arabs who remained in 

Israel and the Palestinian refugees who are suffering from military ocoupation in 
the Cest Bank and Gaza have flourished and prospered. In his distorted logic, the 
representative of Israel calls upon the peoples of the world to come to the 

paradise of the Israeli occupation under the guidance of his racist and exclusivist 
State. The representative of Israel cannot deny the fact - he even admitted it in 

his stat,ynent - that economic conditions in Israel are not good) in fact, they are 

miserable. I need not point out that the i’nflation rate in Israel is 200 per cent, 

and everybody knows that Israel lives on grants and charity at the expense of 

taxpayers in other sovereign States. 

Thirdly, as for his allegation that Israel certainly wants to solve the 

question of the Palestinian refugees and that the Arabs do not want this, it is 

enougb here to say that within the framework of stupid naivete he has not pointed 

out what this Israeli solution would be likg. From 1948 until today, in 

aocordance, in factr with the report before us, Israel has shown us that its 
solution is through its expulsion of the refugees and the commission of genocide 

against them. 
Indeed, the records of the United Netiono testify to the Israeli crimes 

against the Palestinian people. The United Nations has categorically declared that 
the refugee problem can be solved only through recognition of the right of return 

for the Palestinians in accordance with resolution 194 (III), which has been 

underscored repeatedly in many resolutions. I need not point out that Israel was 

admitted to membership of the United Nations on the basis of its pledge to 
implement that resolution. As for the Arab States , there can be no solution to the 
problem of the refugees at the expenae of their homeland and their right to return 
to their homes and lands or at the sacrifice of their national Palestinian identity. 
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Fourthly, in his statement the Israeli representative reviewed in great detail 

nany eventa that ooourred in Lebanon and he dealt in particular with 6 June 1982, 
the day on which the barbaric Israeli invasion of Lebanon started, raining great 

suffering, wounding and death upon many Palestinian refugees resident in that 

country . There is no need to remind this Committee of the horrific events of that 

period - they are contained in last year’8 report of the Commissioner-General - ana 
I am quite sure that members of this Committee clearly remember those Israeli 

rtrocitiesr which have been reported by the mass media everywhere. It seem8 that 
for the Israeli representative history begins and end6 whenever he wants, according 
to his interests and his attempts to miAguide members of the Committee. One of 

Israel’s representatives in this Committee previously declared that the return of 

the Palestinian refugees to their homelands warI impossible. According to him, it 

is impossible to turn back the clock. I ask: how is it impossible to turn back 

the clock 36 years while it is admissible in that region to turn the olook back 
3,000 years in order to enable the zioniste to fulfil their racist myth of the 

*Jewish motherland”? 

The CHAIRMAN8 I now calf on the repreeentative of the Palestine 

Liberation Organization. 
Rr. TUDROUS (Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) ) (interpretation 

from Arabic): The statement made this morning by the Zionist repreeentative WQEI 

ala&t as long as the history of Israeli crimes committed against the Palestinian 

people. HoweverI while Israel’s crime5 have been coneistent in their murderous and 
inhuman approach for the last 35 year& since these have included expulsions, 

expropriations, miW8aare8 and wars carried out against the Palestinian people@ the 

statement made by the Zionist repreoentative cannot boast of the same oonsistenoy. 
The Zionist repreeentative thought that he could substitute lengthiness for 

truthf ulnees. The’etatement contained a li& of fabrications, in which all those 

mentioned, whether Palestinians or Araba, appear as the wrongdoers, while Israel, 
whose actions lie at the rcot of the Palestinian refugee problem which we have come 

here to di8cus8r appears to. ba completely free of blame. Those fabrications can be 

interpreted as indicative of 8ome form of political schizophrenia from which Ierael 

hae suffered for the last 36 year8 , since ite statements are totally unrelated to 
it5 actions. It could also be interpreted as a demonstration of arrogant 
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diereepaat ftOr th8 COn8Oienoe and intelligenCe OE 811 preeent in thi8 COIdtte@ ag 
well 8t3 for the work of all United Nation8 bodice and all United Nation8 

resolutione, an attitude reflective of a colonial mentality olairoing suwriority 

over all othere. It could 8180 be interpreted 88‘a pathetic attempt by 8 oriminal 

to put the blame for all hi8 misdeeds on hi8 victims while knowing that hi8 
interpretation doe8 not Btand a ahance Bgain8t history, truth and justice. It io 

Ipo8t probably a Combin8tiOn Of all thO8e faotOr8. 

The Zionist representative started hi8 "hi8torioalY analysis of the problem at 

the point which 8eem8 to suit hie purpoee. he doe8 not mention who started the 

seriee of! 8ct8 of aggression in c once peaceful area. 
It is unfortunate that thO8e who, before 1948, w8re considered band8 of 

terrorists by the We8t are today leading one of the w8t powerful ermies with the 

IM)Bt technologioally developed W88pCUl8. Not only has Israel driven the 
Palestinian8 from their homee and expropriated their lands through what should be 

termed the biggeet land robbery of the twentieth century, but this mon8troua war 
meohine follow8 the refugee8 to their refugee oa1np8~ killing innocent Women and 

children in the areas in which they have sought refuge. Of course the Zionist 
repreeentatfve concentrates in his diseertation on the Paleetinian refugee8 in 

Lebanon and ha8 the audaaity to claim that hi8 country is tOd8y the benefactor of 
the Pslestinian refugee8 in eouthern Lebanon , without mentioning who has destroyed 

their hOme8, killed them end erected the biggest concentration camp in modern 

hi8tOry. 
He doe8 not 8peak of the fate of the refugee camps in the occupied Weet Dank, 

where the Paleetiniane are 8ubj@Cted to all kind8 of restriotions. Only a few day8 

ago0 five armed mn dressed a8 civilian8 entered the Dheiaheh camp, which ha8 had a 
aurfew imposed on it, and shot thr@e Palestinians. 

It ia important to note that the Israeli authorities are now referring to the 

1 million Palestinians in the West Bank a8 a threat to Iarael'e security, and this, 
of couree, in preparation for new expulsions and massacres. It Is ridiculous to see 

the representative of the moat murderous army in the area coming to speak against 

ahildren who find no way of resieting Israeli occupation except by throwing stones. 
It is an insult to the world conscience that those who perpetrated the 

greatest injustlee against the Palestinian people have the arrogance to pretend 
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that the meticulously documented information in the Commissioner-General’6 report 

(A/36/13) ie unbalanced and biased , without having the intellectual hone&y to 
point out where the informatlon wae false. It ie obvious that Israel behaves with 
total disregard for UNRWA and its mandate. This is reflected not only by the 
Zionist representative’e rejection of the report , but also by the information 
contained in the report of the Commiesioner-General, which brings to light several 

facts about Israel’s arrest of UNRWA employees and its occupation of UNRWA 
facilitiee, contrary to all international norms and values. 

As for the representatives of the United States and Norway, I cannot explain 
their admiration for a text which ia a piece of false, political propaganda and in 

total contradiction to the history of the area , except insofar as it ie a 
reflection of a total lack of knowledge of what has really happened in the Middle 

Eaet. If it ia misinformation, it might be due to the geographical distance 
between the Middle Earst and the United States. But if that is the ca8er then I 
think that the United Statee should be the first to allow the United Nations and 
its committees to disseminate information on the question of Palestine with the aim 

of enlightening those who are ignorant of the true facts. 
I shall conclude by reminding everyone that the strategy of the Palestine 

Liberation Organization (PLO) ifi based simply on the return of all refugees to 
their villages and towns of origin and the need for the Palestinians to exercise 

their.right of self-determination and their.right to establieh their own State on r. 
their own national soil, thus Putting ah end to the plight of the Paleetinian 

refugees and bringing a lasting peace to that war-tormented area. 

&.. ZAHAWIE (Iraq) : Mr. Chairman I I trust that X will not be held tco 

strictly to the lo-minute limit for statements in exercise of reply in view of the 
lengthy statement made this morning by the representative of the racist Zionif3ts 

and in view of the fact that YOU called upon the Iranian representative this 

afternoon . . . 

The_CHAIRWAN I Call upon the representative of Israel on a point of 

order. 
Mr. LJ%VIN (Israel) 8 It by his opening words the representative of Iraq 

is begging us to be indulgent in his continuation beyond the 10 minutes then he 

could have at least started out in a good way by calling my country by its proper 

name. Ry country’s name is the Stiite of Israel. It is not what he says it is, 

just aa his country is not the "Takriti entity" 01: whatever else. 
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The- CHAIRMAN1 I call on the representative of the Syrian Arab Republic 

on a point of order. 
Mr. ASOUCHAER (Syrian Arab Republia) (interpretation from Arabic)1 The 

etatement by the Israeli representative on a point of order is clearly an attempt 

to impose a new approach to the procedures in this Committee. If he really haa a 

point of order, let him give ua the number Of the rule of procedure. There is 

nothing in the rules of procedure to prevent any State from using the etatementa 

and expreseione it wiehes in describing a specific situation. The delegation of 
any country can use expressions it finds appropriate. This is a political forum in 

which there are different points of view. be categorically reject any imposition 

on u8 by the representative of Israel of procedures that are not included in the 
rules of procedure. 

The CHAIRMAN8 I call on the rePKeEentatiVe of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 
on a point of order. 

Mr. ELHOFARI (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (interpretation from Arabic) : I 

should like to add to what had been stated by the representative of Syria 
ooncerning the fact that there is nothing in the rule8 of procedure concerning the 

addreesing of speakers. The representative of the Zionist entity would like to 
have his country referred to by the title used by the United Nations. But doe6 the 

Zionist entity respect United Nations Ze~OlUfiOne enough to ask other States to use 

the name in accordance with the rules of the United Nations? Since the 

establishment of the Organisation the representative of the Zionist entity has 

aontinually disregarded United Nations re8olUtiOn.9 , even the resolution concerning 
the admittance of the Zioniet entity a8 a Member of this international Organisation. 

We do not recognize this entity, which disregards the United Nations and 

flout8 its resolutions and has used the point of order more than once. We reject 

its repeated use of the point of order in this manner. 
The CRAIAINt I call again on the representative of Israel on a point of 

order. 
Mr. LEYIN (Israel) I kith all due respect to the repregentative of the 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, I must say that a point of order ia a point of order. It 
is not a departure into the high atmospherics of political propaganda. 1f he has a 

point of order, he can make a point of order I but he should call my State by its 
proper name, under which it was accepted into the United Nations, and this is the 

proper Procedure followed in the Security Council and in the General Assembly. 
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The CW\IPMANI I should like to point out that the lo-minute limit on the 

first ereroise of the right of reply during a meeting is a rather striot rule. I 
d0 not intend to i!npose it too striatly for a few minutes more than that and to 

interrupt a speaker, However, with all due respeot, there is a limit on rights of 
reply and unfortunately, perhaps, there is no limit on statements made during the 

debate. 

Mr. ( 

repl: 

I call on the representative of Iraq to speak on a point of order and I beg 

him to keep the aforementioned in mind. 

order 

poinl 

Mr. ZAHAWIE (Iraq) I I wieh first to reply to the point of order raised 

by the representative of the Zionist entity by which he diverted the Committee from 
tha continuation or its work and I hope that this will not be included as part of 

the 10”minute limitatbon. 
I am not raising a hew issue8 it’has been previously raised in the plenary of 

the General Aesembly on 4 Xti\rcomber when I eeked the President to make a statement 
to clarify that the United Nations recognises no such State as Israel claims for 

itself. It recognizes neither the boundaries Israel claims for itself, which 
include territories not belonging to it, nor the capital it Claims for itSSllf. 1 

have pointed out the following too8 I have said that this wae an aberration, there 

is no othe: State in the United Nations that resembles what Israel now calls 

itself. The same matter was raised the other dayr befare Mr. Herzw addressed the 
plenary General Amembly I raised the same question, and the President of the 

Assembly said that the Israel that the United Nations recognised and admitted to 
the United Nations is not the Israel that the ziouists claim for themselves today. 

So every delegation here has in fact the right to reter to it as an entity because 
neither its boundaries as defined nor fts capital as claimed are accepted and 

recognhmd by the United Nations. It is unlike any other Member in this 

Organieation. 1 

Returning to the right of’ reply . . 0 
The CHAfF&ANo I call on the repreeentative of Israel on a point of order. 

Mr. LEVIN (Israel) I We are fully appreciative of our being reminded of 

the brilliant questions - 

Mr. ZAHAWIE (Iraq) I Mr, Chairman , this is’not a point of order - 
The CHAIRMANo I apologdze to the representetive of Israel. I call on 

the repxefientative of Iraq on a point of order. 

Mr. ( 
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hr. SAHAWIE (1raq)a &hat he intended tp present a6 a point of order, 

Mr. Chairman, turned out in foot not to be a point of order. He is ettpbining and 

replying. Let him exercise his right of reply later. 

The CHAIRMANr I call upon the representative of Israel on a point of 

order* but f aek him to confine himself to the procedure governing 6tatement6 on 

point6 of order. 

Mr. LEVIN (Ieraell: 1 am confining mynelf to a point of order, 

Mr. Chairman. The point of order is that Israel, as a Member of the United 

Nations, is to be oalled by its proper name as accepted in the United Nations. 

khat the representative of Iraq said wa6 that he asked several questions of the 

United Nations General A66embly. He did not say what the ruling of the president 

of the Aseembly was. I would ask you, Mr. Chairman, to rule on that 6UbjeOt now. 

The CHAX.iU4AN: Rather than make a ruling I I will express the opinion 

that, generally speaking, countries are addressed in the way in which they are 

known as states Members of the United Nations. However, there are certainly 

numerou6 cases in the course of various debate6 held in ths UcL';ed Nations in which 

countries have not been addressed by their proper name , and I presume that such a 

country then has every right to raise a point of order. 

However, in the abblence of an absolutely universal practice in all oa6es it 1~ 

rather ditficult to force any representative not ueiny the proper name of a Member 

country ot the United Nation6 to do so during debate. A6 I said, the 

representative of that country then certainly has a right to protest. 

With that in mind, I call upon representatives who have asked to speak in 

exercise of their right of reply. 

Mr. ZAHAWIE (Iraq): The following quotation is relevant to the point we 

have just been discussing as Well a6 to the agenda item now before us. It read6 a6 

follows I 

"The new Government established by Menachem Begin in 1977 could proclaim 

the whole are: of the land of Israel as an integral part of Israel's 

Patrimony, thus closing the door on an Arab destiny for the 1.3 million Arabs 

who are the kernel and essence of the Palestine people, recognized in the Camp 

David agreements as the decisive factor in determining the permanent status Of 

the West Bank and Gaza. Not a single country in the world community, 

including those most in favour of Israel I was prepared to support the idea 

that Israel's security required the impcrr: >n of permanent Xsraeli 
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jurisdiction over a foreign nation, At least half the Israeli nation opposed 
the idea of inOOrPOratiOn of the population of the Ivest Bank and Gaza into 

Israel. There does not exiet on the wrfaoe of the inhabited globe a single 
State that reeemblea what Israel would look like if it were to incorporate the 

Hleet Bank and Gasa coercively into Ierael.” 

These words are by Abba Eban in a book pobliehed only a oouple of montbs ago 

entitled The New Diplomaov: International Affairs in the Modern Age, and published 
by Random House, New York, 1983. 

This ie the orux of the question before US. But the Israeli delegation here, 
the Zioniet delegation, would have ue believe that the question of Palestine io one 
of the phoniest issues in modern historic and political history. This is what 

Mr. Blum wrote in an artiole entitled “Israel, the United Nations and Middle East 

Peace, * published in The Middle East Focus of September 1980. He contends8 
UWe are being told day in day out that the Palestinian Arabs are a nation 

deprived of self-determination, sovereignty and national independence - a 

homeless people.” 
In their view, of course, as the statement today wished to make u5 believe, 

such things a8 refugees should not exist! they should be swept under the carpet of 

any neighbouring Arab country and the Zionists should have the whole of the land of 
Ierael, the so-called Eretz Israel, that is, the occupied West Bank, Gaze and what 

they refer to as Yudea and Samaria. All of that should be left to the Zionists and 

then we ehall have peaae a8 they want-to have it. 
I shall not go into the details of all the lies that were repeated today 

ad nauseame I have refuted those lies over and over again. I refer epecifioally 

to doauments A/SPC/36/PV.25 containing my statement in extenso at that session and 
to dooument A/SPC/37/PV.32. All the allega$ions made today were refuted by my 

delegation, and I would refer’representativee to those two documents for further 
reference. 

I would, however, like to touch upon a few points raised by the Israeli 

representative today. He contended that from July 1961 to June 1982, under cover 
of a ceasefire, the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) pursued its acts of 

terror, et cetera, et cetera, and that that is why Israel was forced to launch 

“operation Peace for Galilee”. He stated that those are well-known facts. The 
facts are - and this has been reported in the international press - there had not 
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been one oingle ehot fired eince that ceasefire was arranged by Mr* Habib. 

Mr. Eban, the former Israeli Foreign Minister believes that the Government should 

never have embarked on the operation. ne sayec 
US8rae1’8 security situation wae satiefaatory. Galilee had been quiet for the 

past yeara The art of war in) to know when to stop.” 
That statement was published in The New York Times on Sunday, 27 June 1992. 

The representative of Israel contended that the PIXI wae giving aasietanoe to 
international tcruorieto. On 4 June 1983 the International Herald Tribune 

published the following8 
“Italy, says Israel, was offered PLO radical@’ arm. The Red Brigades 

got shipments of arm from Paleotinians in 1978 but refueed in 1974 an Israel 
offer. . . . The report of an Israeli attempt to establish a link with the ned 

Brigades in 1974 was based on the assertion by the Red Brigades that almost 
all its leaders know of an attempt by the Israeli fiecret services to make 

contact with the organization through a Milan lawyer who offered arm8 and 
money. The report suggested the Israelis telt that instability in Italy, a 
Mediterranean ally, would prompt the United State5 to commit itself more 
heavily to ItxaeL.” 

This is very pertinent. The article goee on to say: 
“Israel’e offer was reportedly rejected because of fear among members of the 

Red Brigades of manipulation by foreign secret service6.* 

The representative who spoke this morning aCCueed the Palestinian refugees or 

what he called the terrorist PLO repreaentativee - of a policy of hiding behind the 
skirts of women. Now, I would like to quote the following from 

Mr. Jaoobo Timerman’s excellent book, The Innaest War8 Israel. in Lebanon, in which 

he stated8 

“In 1947 the terrorist Menachem Begin blew up the British Officer’s Club, 
killing 13 persons. Begin’s terrorists hid among the oiviliane of Tel Aviv. 

The city wae seated off for five days and the entry of supplies was forbidden, 
but water and electricity were not euepended, Begin’6 terrorists cached their 

weapons and grenades in schools, synagogues , under the beds of children. When 
a British patrol arrived unexpectedly at the home of a friend of mine who wae 

a member of a terrorist group, he hid his pistol under the skirt of his aged 

grandmother. II 
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The e%aot crimes for.whioh the Zionists themselves are responsible, therefore, are 

the ones they try to blame on other6 , the very things they aoowe other8 of doing. 
He spoke today of mediaal help offered to the Palestinians. That reminds me 

of a programme that was broadcast by the Amerioan Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) 

here in New York about a year and a halS ago on “20/20”. It wae entitled “Under 
the Israeli Thumby. Any patient requiring anything more than the fixing of p 

fraoturei3 bone or an appendectomy wae transferred by the Ieraelie fzom the occupied 
Palestinian territories to be treated in Jerusalem. Thie, a8 the programme brought 
out, was in order that the Zioniete aould deetroy the infrastructure of the 
occupied territories in order to make the inhabitants totally dependent on Zionist 

largefme. That is the kind of medioaf help being offered to the Palestiniane. 
Let ue look at all the talk about quiet and security in territoriee ocoupied 

by the Zionists. “Israeli troops beat up Paleetiniane.” That is from The. Guardian 
of 5 January 1981. “Soldiers ordered to beat UP Palestinian residents’ - again & 

Guardian, 29 December 1982. “Seatings ordera by Eiton.” That fe from The Time5 
of London, 20 January 1983. 

“Ex-officer cites Sharon to defend beatings. 

“A military court in Tel Aviv heard yeeterday that when Mr. Ariel Sharon@ 

the Ieraeli Defence Minister, was asked by army offioers what should be done 
with Arab rioters in the woupied Weat Sank he replied ‘Cut off their 

teetiolee.’ 
4 “The teetimony was introduoed by Major David Moufak, a paratroop offioer 

court-martialled on charge6 of brutalities towards West Bank Arab&i. 

Major Moufsk wae deputy oomander of the Israeli foroes in the Hebron area.” 

From The Observer of 6 Maroh 1983 I quote the following, Wigilantes in beet 
Bank terror raids*. Iiere ie another artiole entitled “Death in Ansar Camp Prison, 

an Israeli ooldier’s teatimon~,* written up witihout commentary by Ahron Denknar and 
published in fia’aretz on 5 September 1982. “Torture allegatione,” in the report of 

Amnesty International notes that the organizetion had received eyewitness accounts 
of ill treatment of pririoners oaptured by Israeli forces. Thetie allegations have 
come from a number of foreign medical personnel who had been working in southern 
Lebanon and who were arrested by the Ieraeli force6 during th3 first weeks of the 

invasion and released after questioning. The most eerioue allegations refer to the 
detention centre at the eohool in.Saida and desaribe how large numbers of prisonsre 
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who were foraed to sit out ot doors with their hande tied behind their baoks were 
subjeoted to arbitrary and continual &eatikrgEi all over the body with wooden batons, 

pleetia hoses, thiak ropes and other inetruments, and so on and 80 on. 
Again, the Israeli repreeentative today repeated the lies of poor little 

newborn Israel being invaded by Arab armies. This has been refuted in the 
dwuments to whioh I have referred containing my earlier statements in this 

Committee. Again, to refreeh his memoryr they olaim that all the wars were waged 
by the Arabs against the Ieraelie, and not only the 1948 war. In an article 

published on 20 Auguet 1982 Ln The Jerusalem Post Menachem Begin stated, 
*In June 1967 we again had a choiae. The Egyptian army concentration in 

the Sinai approaches do not prove that Naeeer wa6 really about to attack us. 
We must be honest with oureelves. We decided to attack him.” 

That ie the truth. Interestingly enough, Mr. John Redaway, a former Deputy 
Cammisrrioner-GeneraP of the.Unitea Nations Relief and Worke Agency for Palestine 

Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) wrote a pamphlet entitled Israel and Nurembergc 
are Israel@8 leaders suiltv of war crimes? A Prellminarv study. It is highly 

teccxanendeci reading and I would suggest we refer to it. It was Published by the 
International Organisation for the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 

Discrimination. 
Finally, concerning the peace the Israeli representative wants I would like 

only to refer to The New York Times of 18 January 1983, which stated that Carter 

and Ford oritiaized the Ieraelis. 

“Former President6 Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford Contend that the 
occupation of the West Bank and Gaza by the Israeli Government of Prime 

Minieter Begin ie the maJor obetaole to any mdielcate Arab initiatives for 
peaoe in the Middle East. ” 

They say that Israel has been ehown not to be living up to its commitments under 
the Camp David Agreements and that it has shown little inclination to grant any 

real alternatives to the Palestinians in the Vfest Bank and Gaza Strip areas. They 
stated that Israel had continued to confiscate properties and OccupY territories 

and to build settlements a8 if to create a de facto Israeli ascendancy there. 
Israel has publicly repudiated the Reagan peace plan , which calls for a freeze on 

Israeli settlements. 
“This has caused both of us a sense of deep disappointment and a sense of 

great concern that is shared by many other stalwart supporters of Israel.” 
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Mr. BAMADNEN (Jordan) (interpretation from Arabic!): The statement of the 

representative of Israel before this Committee this morning included a campaign of 

moisguided propaganda related to Palestinian refugees and to their problems. He 

tried to epeak in detail about the events and the military confliats and to depict 

the Palestinian p8ople and refugee8 as an alien people in the region who had oume 

only to a&tack Israel and commit aggression against it. 

Who are these Paleetinians? Where did they oome from? They are a people 

expelled by Israel frcm their homeland# Palestine. The refugees are victims of 

Israeli aggression. My delegation is fully convinced that the statements of the 

Israeli representatives will not find credence with the member8 of this Committee, 

who have wide knowledge of the facts and the factors that lie at the roots of the 

Palestinian question. I 

The representative of Israel dealt with my cou,ntry in his statements, alleging 

that Jordan perpetrated a massacre against the Palestinian refugees in 1970. That 

allegation is false. Jordan ha8 received the Palestinian refugees expelled by 

Israel from their homeland in 1948 and in 1967 a8 well. Jordan ha8 also, within 

its limited resources and potential, provided and will continue to provide 811 the 

support and assistance possible to the Palestinian refuge88 and displaced persons 

.and to afford them,opportunities to work and to earn their livelihood until they 

return to their homeland, Palestine. 

The representative of Israel aCXU8ed the Arab States of not wanting to solve 

tb ,palestinian refugee problem and of not trying to absorb the Palestinian 

refugees. I would like to emphasise here that the question of the Palestinian 

refugees is a Palestinian question and that it concerns that people, expelled from 

its homeland in Palestine. It is not a Lebanese or a Syrian or an Egyptian or an 

Arab question. The Arab peoples and oountriee are not obliged to pay the prioe of 

Israeli aggression. The solution of this question must therefore be a Palestinian 

solution, on Palestinian soil. 

We would like to reiterate once again that the ultimate solution of this 

question lies in the implementation by Israel of all relevant United Nations 

resolutions relating to the Palestinian question. 

$!~e CHAIRMAN: I call on the representative of Israel to speak in 

exercise of hi8 right of reply. 
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Mr. LIWIN (Ierael) I There have been quite a few rights of reply to whioh 

I shall try to address myself very briefly. There wae the right of reply of the 

representative of Syria, to which I shall say thisc he asked me if the 

Palestinians have prospered. I will tell him what I read this morning. I said 

that the Palestinian Arabs who remain& in Israel have prospererAd. That ie the 

truth. The Palestinian refugees in camps in Judea and Samaria have had a period of 

development unparalleled in the Arab countries if we measure incomes not by the 
priae of oil but by the efforts of the Governmente involved and the real progress 

achieved. The conolusion is this; the Palestinians have prospered in Israellr the 

Palestinian refugees who live in camps have had an unparalleled period of 
development. 

“1s it paradise?* he asked. No, it is not paradise. Of course it is not 
paradise, we never claimed it was. On the other hand, it is certainly not the hell 

of the prisons in Palmyra or the massacre8 in Hama. There is no inflation. The 

Palestinians have had a very good period after 1967, and we shall show that in 

detail.in a few days when we talk about the situation in that area. 
I was surprised at the representative of Syria’s speaking of genocide. On the 

question of genocide, I think the representative of Syria should have exercised 
greater caution. After all, all of us know what happened in Hama and th? tens or 

thousands of people who were killed there and for what reason they were killed, We 

know what is happening today in the north af Lebanon near Tripola, in Nahr al-Bared 

and Bedawi, and it is rumoured that the Government of Syria has at least some 
connection with that. So the question of’genocide should really have been put 

aside by the gentleman in question. 
As to the barbaric invasions and atrocities in Lebanon of Palestinian 

refugees, I suggest the Syrian representative should look more closely at our 
statement. I am sure he will have enough to intrigue him for 8ome time if he is 

not already well versed in his own country’s role in Lebanon. 
fvith regard to the statement made by the representative of Iraq in exercise of 

his right of reply, I notice that he is a scholar. He has quoted a number of books 

and articles. The trouble with his quotations is that there was a long series of 

non oesuituro and contradictions. Things did not follow in proper order. He said 

something about Mr. Begin having made a statemaent on the first day of his. 

assumption of his post, but what Mr. Begin said on the day he was elected was that 

he extended his hand in friendship to all of the Arab countries. But he said 
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something about Judea and Samaria, and I must oorreot him and beg his forgiveness, 
but Judea and Samaria have not been annexed to Israel, Maybe that is news to him, 

but that is a fact. 
As to the Red Brigades, he went on about some sort of negotiations that 

wourred or did not ocour - I do not know - many years ago. But the fact is, and 
here again there was a non sequitur , he himself quoted from the newspaper that the 

Racj Brigades received arms from the PLO. Were they not afraid of being manipulated 
by the PLO? yaybe . But their having reoeived arms is a fact. 

Then there was a complaint about medical help. He said the kind of medical 
.help we gave in Lebanon was the kind of medical help we gave in Jerusalem because 

we aid not want to give it someplace else, in Judea and Samaria. What is wrong 
with giving medical help in Jerusalem? There is’nothing wrong with giving medical 

help in Jerusalem. I think many hundreds of thousands of people can attest to 

that. And even medical help in Judea and Samaria is excellent, and I recommend him 
to look deeper into that on another occasion. 

He also mentioned, curiously, the reports of Amnesty International. Now, that 

is certainly very interesting. The Amnesty reportqare replete, year in and year 
,outs with evidence of the use of torture to extract confessions Erom political 

prisoners. Indeed, the Amnesty report said, in Iraq - 

The CHAIRMAN: I call upon the representative of Iraq on a point of order. 

Mr. ZABAWIB (Iraq) 8 The point of order is the fact that we are 

considering the question of the refugees , not prisoners, in Iraq or in any other 

country l This is the agenda item we are discussing , and the rules of prwedure say 

that when a speaker does not speak to the agenda item he should bei oalled to order. 
The CHAIRMAN: In view of the complexity of the situation in the Middle 

East@ it is perhaps one of the questions that is hardest to keep confined within 
the limits of that aSPeCt only. I would, nevertheless, ask the representative of 
Israel ta keep ai OlOSsly as possible to the subject of the United Nations Relief 

and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA). 

Mr. LBVIN (Israel): I do apologize to therepresentative of Iraq. I 

should not talk about turtUre in Iraq. 
There is one final thing I feel compelled to say regarding-the statement of my 

dear colleagu , the representative of Egypt. He said that his delegation has a 

hobby of the study of history. That is certainly welcome. I am sure that in his 
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studies of history he has had enough time to read the voluminous report8 of the 

period under Gamal Abdul Nasser - the war in Yemen, for instance, that cost . 

250,000 oasualties, the attempt to take over Syria, from whence they were thrown 

out. I am certain that if he is interested in Metory he can keep himself very 

busy, perhaps not until the Day of Judgement, as he said, but certainly for a 

thousand and one nights. 

The CHAIRMAN: I call upon representatives who wish to speak a second 

time in exercise of their right of reply, and I would remind them that they have 

five minutes in which to make their statements. 

Mr. ZAHAWIE (Iraq) I I did not quote Mr. Begin concerning the annexation 

of the West Bank occupied territories. I quoted him on Israel’s decision to attack 

Nasser. 

My quotation on the annexation was what Mr. Eban had said concerning the new 

Government established by Menachem Begin, which incorporated the occupied 

territories. Of courser in his view the territories are not being annexed) the 

Zionists believe that these territories have been liberated, and this ie the 

problem. 

To come back to the question of Amnesty International, this report deals 

precisely with that organization’s concern in south Lebanon since the Israeli 

forces entered the country on 6 June , and that report is dated 5 August 1982. If 

he wants to consider the situation of prisoners in Iraq there are other forums for 

that matter and it should certainly not be mixed up with the United Nations Relief 

and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (DNRWA) or with south 

Lebanon. 

Mr. SHEHATA (Egypt) (interpretation from Arabic): I feel compelled once 

again to exercise my hobby of history in order to make another stimulating 

injection, if I may use that expression , that may provide fcod for thought after 

the meeting. I should like to proffer the following for the benefit of the 

representative of Israel: with regard to the war in Yemen, I wish to affirm that 

the representative of Yemen is present at this meeting. The entry of Egyptian 

forces into Yemen was at the request of the legal authorities of that country, and 

the Arab Republic of Yemen, which is still with us, was established. Egypt and the 

Egyptian people are proud to have assisted the fraternal people of Yemen in 

achieving independence and joining the international community. 
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As for what the Israeli representative calls Egyptian control of Syria, our 
friend and brother the representative of Syria is preeent and he can perfectly well 

clarify history. We all know, and the representative of Syria can confirm this, 
that the proposed unification of Egypt and Syria was completely voluntary on both 

sides and was halted in 1961 upon the decision of the Syrian Government. We shall 
continue on the path towards unity whenever possible. 

With regard to documents that can provide further fcod for thought, I could 
quote statements by some historical Israeli personalities, Mr. Goldman, Mr. Byan 

and Mr. Berger, as well as the writers Meir Zamir and Michael Curtiss. Time is 
limited, and I cannot cover the statements Of all of those important figures. I 

believe, however, that the classical sburce of Israel’s policy in south Lebanon can 

be found in their words. When writing about expelling and pursuing the refugees in 

the Gaza Strip, one Writer stated8 
“We shall chase them to Jordan, and.even if they stay we will manage 

somehow. ” 
As for the Israeli intentions in Lebanon, the autobiography of Sharett contains the 

famous letter written by Ben Gurion on 27 February 1954, one of the most important 

‘historic documents. He Wrote8 

“Lebanon is the weakest link in the Arab League. The creation of a Christian 

State is therefore a natural act. In normal times this would be almost 

4 ,impossible, but in times of confusion and revolution or civil war things take 

on another aspect. Without our initiative and our vigorous aid this will not 

be done. It seems to me that this is the central duty, or at least one of the 
central duties, of our foreign policy. This means that energy and means ought 

to be invested in it, and that we must act in’every possible way to bring 
about a radical change in Lebanon.” 

Then Ben Gurion explained his 1954 Plan for taking measures against Lebanon 

and submitted it to the high officials in the Ministries of Befense and For&n 

Affairs, and in so doing he made a vigorous statement. Sharett states that on 
28 May 1954 - I quote from page 1;024r 

‘The only thing that ‘is necessary is to find an officer, even junt a major. 
Ne should either win his heart or buy him with money to make him agree to 

declare himself the saviour of the Maronite population. Then the Israeli army 
will enter Lebanon, will occupy the necessary territory and will create a 

. 



Mr. LEVIN (Israel)8 I liSten@d with great interest to the results of the 
research of our colleague , the representative of Egypt, and it was indeed 

interesting. However, I must quote the words of the man - I think it was 

Churchill - who said, “Much better to make jaw-jaw than to make war-war”. 

Mr. ABOHCHABR (Syrian Arab Republic) (interpretation from Arabic) t In 
his statement in exercise of his right Of reply the representative of Israel 

mentioned my country onae again. I am determined not to deal with matters 

unrelated to the United Nations Belief and Works Agenoy Eor Palestine Befugees in 

the Near East (UNHWA) and the refugee problem. 
Nith regard to the terrorist policy of the Zionists in expelling the 

Palestinian Arabs I wish briefly to practise my hobby of history and recall here 
some statements made by Zionist leaders. In 1954, in the introduction to his book 

on the history of the Haganah , which was published by the international zionist 
organization, David Ben Gurion wrote that it was Clear that England was for the 

English, Egypt for the Egyptians, and Judea - by which he meant Palestine - for the 
Jews. He wrote that in his COUntrY there was Place for but one people, and that 
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Christian r6gime whiah will ally itself with Israel. The territory from the 
Littani southward will be totally annexed to Israel and everything will be all 

right.” 
This is the scenario planned as long ago a8 1954, that is, before the 

appearance of the Palestine Liberation Or9anizaiion (PLO) and before the seourity 
threat to Israel horn the north. 

In a publication entitled Politioe and Violence in Lebanon, a professor of 
Middle Best history at aen Gurion UniversW I Meir Zamir, a man who defended the 

idea of establishing a Christian State in Lebanon, wrotea 
“The solution lies in creating a federated State composed of Moslems and 

Maronites in the Lebanese mountain6 , composed of Shi’ites in the south, 
Shi’ites and Sunnis in the Bekaa Valley ana north of Tripoli and, in the 

capital, Moslems and Christians.” 
Expressing an opinion completely in accordance with Ben Gurion’s, ‘&air state8 that 

the Christians in Lebanon today have a golden opportunity to remedy the mistakes 

committ’ed 50 years ago by their forefathers. There are many historical documents 

that can prove all thisc and I shall of course pursue my hobby of history next week 

in this Committee when we come to discuss the agenda item on Israeli practises. 
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was the Jewish people. The Arabs would therefore be told to leave and, if they 

resisted, they would be expelled by force. 

Menaahem Begin, the leader of the Irgun terrorist organisation and Eomer 

Prime Ninister of Itxa& In his book entitled The Revolution, boasted about the 

terrorist acts engaged in by the Irgun and stated that terrorism was the only 

effeative way to achieve what he calle r\ "the national Jewish objectives” in 

Palestine. On 29 October 19X, on the eve of the attaok on Egypt, he wrote that 

Israelis should not be soft when killing their enemies nor should they show pity or 

mercy until they had destroyed Arab culture , on the ruins of which Zionist 

civilisation wits ta be built up. 

General Shlomo Jonein, at the time he was chief of political propaganda for 

the Israeli army in 1972, explained Zionist philosophy, sayinga 

"It is impas'tsz1t for me that tii@ Jewi6h People re&ain alive, I do not care if 

other people6 continue to live or twtov 

Of cour6e he wa6 referring to the Palestinian $,oaplo and to the Art&b nation. 

In the early day6 of Israel Ben Gurion had etated to Jewish 6tUdentS that the 

establishment of the State of Ierael was only the beginning and that the .nab 86 it 

then existed was not the Zioniet map. There was another map, he told them, that 

6tGdants -.I Jewish school6 Would create and make a reality, a map on which Israel 

Would extend ts~6 the Nile to the Euphrates. In hi6 introduction to the Yearbook 

of &he Government of Israel. for 1952/53, Ben Gurion stated: 

*we must remember that Israel wae'establi6hed on only a part of the land of 

Israel." 

In the introduction tti the 1955/56 Yearbook he wrote; 

"Tha establishment of ,&he &ate doe6 in no way mean that the fLna1 objective 

of the historic land of Ierael ia being abe'doned." 

In August 1958 Ben Gurion stated that the population should be increaoed over the 

next five year6 to 4 millic,l and that additional land must be provided. That 

additional l_rnd is the land whose annexation the Israeli representative has never 

acknowledged here because he considers it a part of the his':oric land of Israel 

given to the Jewish people by God. 
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Finally, I fully support the statement of my oolleague, the representative Qf 

Egypt, who said that the union between Syria and Egypt in 1958 was willingly and 

freely entered into by the Egyptian and Syrian peoplee. I shave his hopes and 
aspirations that unity will be achieved once ;again. 

Mr. ALSHAWKANX (Yemen) (interpretation from Arabic)8 I wish to reply to 

the etatement made in right of reply by the Israeli reprooentative. I fully 

support and agree with the statement made by my Egyptian colleague and I wish to 
recognise the generous assistance provided to Yemen b;) Egypt under the leadership 

of Gamal Abdul Nasser, which was of great importance to the Yemeni ReVOlUtiOn of 
26 September 1968 through which the people of Yemen were able to start on the path 

to development. My people greatly appreciates the assistance of the people and 
leaders of Egypt. There is no foundation whatscever to the allegation made by the 
representative ot the Zionist entity. 

Mr. LEvIN (Israel) I I have a requ.rst and a question. My question is 
with regard to the publication in extenso of the Jordanian statement, which was 

requesc:ed by the representative of Jordan at OUK first meeting on this agenda 
item. The financial implications of that publication in extenso were not 

questioned at that time. May I at this time enquire what the financial 
implications of the publication in extenso of that statement would be? 

My request is with regard to the publication in extenso of my delegation’s 

statement this morning. I should like to request that we defer a decision on that 

matter to a time when, as the Charrman explained0 we find ourselves meeting in a 
chamber with suitable electronic voting equipment, if the matter is to be put to a 
vote. 

Mr. HAMADNEH (Jordan) (interpretation from Arabic) a The Jordanian 

delegation did not request reproduction in extens of the Jordanian statement. 
Another delegr::ion, with the support of all other delegations, requested the 

reproduction of Jordan’s statement in extenso out of an awareness that the 
Jordanian statement was replete with pooaitive analyses and proots relating to the 

question under discussion, namely, the agenda item on the United Nations Relief and 

Works Agency for Palestine Refllgees in the Near East (UNRIUA). 

The CHAIHjlANr I call upon the Secretary of the Committee to speak to 
this question. 
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I Mr. OIU (Secretary of the Codittee) I In aaaordanoe with the General 
AigsemSlyls deaision that the Speoial Politiaal Committee may obtain transcripts of 

~ the whole or part of the discussions at some of its meetings, such texts are 

provided by the Secretariat within exieting resouroes and do not entail any 

additional budgetary expenditures. The traneoripts are prepared by verbatim 
reporters and typists from tapes and such work is done only when the etaff 

aonoerned are not otherwise oocupied in oervicing meetings normally provided with 

verbatim reoords. Accordingly, no translation work or overtime for the regular 

General Assembly staff is involved. 
The CHA~RMANI With regard to the other point raised by the 

representative of Israel, I have been informed by the Searetariat that we will find 

ourselves in a room with electronic voting equipment on Wednesday. If any 

delegation wishes at that time to raise the point raised today by the 
representative of the United States we will then be in a position properly to take 

a decision on it. 

The meetinq rose at 6.20 p.m. 


